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Abstract— The UML and its associated profiles like MARTE
and SysML provide a general framework to model and analyze
embedded systems. Though mostly used for modeling, MARTE is
equally capable of design verification techniques. The Clock
Constraint Specification Language (CCSL) annexed to the
MARTE provides the notion of logical time to model
heterogeneous and concurrent systems and to address their timerelated semantic issues. This paper advocates the use of CCSL to
express the safety properties of UML/MARTE/SysML models and
presents an automatic transformation of selected CCSL operators
into equivalent SystemVerilog assertions. This contribution
bridges the gap between the abstract CCSL specifications
modeling causality relations and the RTL-based SystemVerilog
assertions, hence achieving early design validation. SystemVerilog
being a popular hardware description and verification language
allows us to integrate the verification features in a classical design
flow. In the end, the utility of the presented approach is
demonstrated with the help of a case study.
Keywords—SystemVerilog; Assertions;
CCSL; Modeling; Embedded Systems
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INTRODUCTION

UML is a powerful modeling tool which can be tailored to
design present day complex cyber-physical systems with the use
of domain-specific profiles. UML profile for real-time and
embedded systems (MARTE) [1] and SysML [2] are such
examples used to model complex systems. MARTE adopts a
general time model [3] more suitable for system level design
supporting different forms of time (discrete/dense,
chronometric/logical). The logical (or causal) time [4] is nonmetric, concerned only with the relative ordering of events and
their causal relationships. It is a very abstract model of time and
is useful in certain types of qualitative (as opposed to
quantitative) analyses, such as determining whether deadlocks
are possible in a system. Time can also be multiform, allowing
different time events to progress in a non-uniform fashion
without any regard to any direct reference to the physical time.
The MARTE time model also comes with the non-normative
Clock Constraint Specification Language (CCSL) [5] defined in
the annex of its specification. CCSL provides the formal
semantics to represent the relations between various signals in a
model.
CCSL is a language with great expressiveness power and
better representation in the system-level designs. CCSL can be
used to specify both multiform logical and chronometric time.
The physical constraints of a system can be specified with the
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chronometric time while the logical clocks can be used to
express functional behavior of a model and the associated
causality. Logical time only regards the ordering of the various
events on signals and does not consider the actual time duration
between them.
The top-down modeling approach usually considers the most
abstract representation of a model which is subsequently refined
to lower abstraction levels by adding further details. The abstract
representations of these complex models are usually untimed
and lack the specific details. At the lower levels like RTL, more
information is added to these models including the concrete time
reference. Time information can also carry the functional intent
of the design. Hence CCSL logical clocks can represent the
loosely dependent model events and CCSL constraints can be
formulated to capture functional intent of the design
specification relating various input/output interfaces. Logical
time is a unique concept flexible enough to gather both causal
and temporal relations.
At the lower abstraction levels this design intent, represented
by CCSL constraints, can be verified by the use of manually
coded observers. Observer is a piece of code usually written in
the same low-level language as of the actual program. It executes
with the actual program and passively monitors the system to
detect some specific but often undesirable behavior. CCSL
operators are represented by their respective observers which
verify the same behavior at the desired abstraction. This
approach has been successfully extended to propose observers
in Esterel [6, 7]. It was done without many chores due to the
resembling fixed-point semantics of CCSL and Esterel. Another
approach [8] focused on the use of VHDL-based observers for
CCSL operators. These VHDL based observers use the concept
of postponed processes to avoid the delta delay problems raised
in electronic circuits. Postponed processes are processes that are
executed after all delta cycles (0-delay cycles) have been
simulated. They do not execute until the final simulation cycle
at the current modeled time. Thus, a postponed process accesses
the values of signals that are the stable values at the current
simulated time hence avoiding the problems raised due to delta
delays. However, a recent work [9] rightly mentioned the
drawbacks of these postponed processes. He proposed statebased semantics for CCSL operators built-upon labeled
transitioned systems (LTS) [10]. This approach avoids the
problems raised by delta delays.
This paper advocates the coupling of CCSL operators with
the SystemVerilog assertions (SVAs). SystemVerilog is a

popular Hardware Description and Verification Language
(HDVL) focusing on RTL models. Its powerful assertion feature
[11] provides ease of design verification with the possibility for
coverage analysis. CCSL is used here as a formal language to
bridge the gap between the realms of models or system
specification and the application level at which SystemVerilog
assertions can be applied. It gives a precise semantics to
functional behavior of abstract models so that SystemVerilog
assertions can be derived. The major contribution through this
effort is to reduce the semantic gap between the loosely timed
CCSL operators and the popular SystemVerilog HDVL based
on sound formal semantics. Though the notion of time is added
to SystemVerilog RTL models, assertions are still loosely timed
like the CCSL operators dealing with logical clocks. This
contribution helps to bridge the behavior of untimed UML
models to the strictly timed RTL models.
II.

RELATED WORK

Verification by observers is a technique widely used in
property checking [12, 13, 14]. They check the programs for the
property to hold. An observer monitors the input, output and
internal values of a system in a passive manner without any
intrusion. If the observed simulation of events does not satisfy
the property, the observer reports a violation.
One of the related research work proposed a library of
Esterel observers [6, 7] for CCSL operators (both relations and
expressions). The fixed point semantics of Esterel and the shared
concept of logical clocks in both Esterel and CCSL made it easy
to establish such observers for individual CCSL operators.
Moreover this provided the facility to use the powerful
verification tools of Esterel Studio on properties expressed in
CCSL. This work was later carried in a different direction by
VHDL-based library [8] of observers. This proved to be
challenging task because of the microstep based simulation
semantics of VHDL. However later research works [9] showed
the issue with these VHDL observers related to delta cycles and
presented a new state-based semantics for a given subset of
CCSL operators. This paper complements this research work
and proposes to use the exisiting powerful feature of
SystemVerilog in the form of assertion-based verification
(ABV).
On the modeling side, one of the related work is to model
railway interlocking system using standard UML diagrams like
state machine, activity, sequence diagrams etc. This approach is
focused on behavioral representation of the system (at least
partially) using state machines/activity diagrams. On the
contrast our approach mainly focuses on SysML diagrams like
BDD, IBD and especially parametric diagrams. We propose an
alternative use of these parametric diagrams to interpret them as
CCSL relations. Moreover, our approach is centric to
representing system properties in the form of temporal relations
given as CCSL expressions. We are not directly interested in
complete or partial behavior representation as it is not
holistically achieveable and is not possible for complex
industrial systems. One other approach worth mentioning is of
the representation of SystemVerilog asertions as OCL
constraints [15]. It reuses existing UML feature of OCL to
advantage. But OCL in itself is a constraint language which has
limited capability to express temporal properties. Tailoring OCL

will be of less significance as it is not meant for such domains.
On the other hand, we use CCSL which builds upon MARTE
profile targetting real-time embedded systems. It has the notion
of logical clocks to model untimed and loosely timed property
patterns. So the combined use of MARTE and graphical
representation of CCSL can target wide variety of embedded
applications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section III
introduces CCSL and briefly recalls the execution semantics of
VHDL and SystemVerilog. Section IV presents the approach by
first introducing a case study followed by the representation of
CCSL constraints in SysML. Then it presents the mapping of
CCSL operators to SystemVerilog assertions formalism. This
section concludes with the results obtained from the simulation
of the assertion-based observers. Lastly some possible future
work directions are presented followed by the conclusion.
III.

STATE OF THE ART

A. MARTE Time Model and CCSL
MARTE time model provides a sufficiently expressive time
structure to represent time requirements of embedded systems.
MARTE time model is a set of logical clocks and each clock can
be represented by ⟨Ι, ≺⟩, where Ι represents the set of instants
and ≺ is the binary relation on Ι.
The CCSL is a declarative language annexed to the
specification of the MARTE UML Profile. Based on the
MARTE logical clocks, the CCSL defines a set of operators
categorized as relations and expressions. It is used to specify
constraints imposed on the clocks consisting of at least one clock
relation. A clock relation relates two clock specifications. A
clock specification can be either a simple reference to a clock or
a clock expression. A clock expression refers to one or more
clock specifications and possibly to additional operands. There
are three basic clock relations in CCSL: precedence (≼),
coincidence (≡), and exclusion (#). A forth relation, the strict
precedence (≺) is derived from the precedence relation while the
fifth/last relation subclocking (⊂) is a special form of
coincidence. Subclocking constraint is an example of
synchronous clock constraint based-on coincidence. Each
instant of the subclock must coincide with one instant of the
superclock in an order-preserving fashion. The exclusion
constraint states that the instants of the two clocks never occur
at the same time. Non-strict precede constraint is an example of
asynchronous clock constraint based-on precedence. Given the
relation 𝐴 ≼ 𝐵, for all natural numbers k, the kth instant of A
precedes or is coincident with the kth instant of B (∀𝑘 ∈
ℕ, 𝐴[𝑘] ≼ 𝐵[𝑘]).
Other than the basic clock relations, there are derived clock
relations built on the basic relations. Equality (=) is derived
relation based on bijective form of coincidence where all the
respective instants of two clocks are always equal. Alternation
(~) is a derived precedence-based relation in which 𝐴 ~ 𝐵
means that every occurrence of A is followed by an occurrence
of B before any other occurrence of A. Finally synchronization
(⋈) is a special form of alternation between the group of events
of two clocks. For the relation 𝐴 ⋈ 𝐵, the kth instants of A and
B are not ordered, but they both precede their respective (k+1)th
instants.

Hence, CCSL provides synchronous and asynchronous
relationships on clocks and supports non-deterministic
specifications and provides us the adequate semantics to deal
with the SystemVerilog assertions. Such an approach will also
bridge the gap between system specification and assertions that
validate the design and formally describe the specification.
B. SystemVerilog Assertion (SVA) Semantics
SystemVerilog is a joint hardware description and
verification language (HDVL) based on the Verilog language
and standardized by the IEEE standard 1800-2012 [16]. For RTL
design, it provides an extended feature-set of Verilog-2005
while for verification it introduces object-oriented programming
features more closely related to languages like Java and C++.
Assertions are the integral part of the verification feature of this
language. An assertion is a statement about a specific functional
characteristic or property that is expected to hold for a design.
For the electronic components, assertions are the executable
HDL (Hardware Description Language) code that captures the
specification and design intent.
SystemVerilog concurrent assertions are based on a
synchronous clock-based semantics. Thus they provide the
ability to specify sequential behavior concisely and to evaluate
them at discrete points in time. Two of the most commonly used
conditional assertion operators are same-cycle implication
operator (|->) and the next-cycle implication operator (|=>).
The execution semantic of assertions [17, 18] is defined in a
way that evaluation of assertions starts every clock cycle with a
new incarnation of a check. From the start point of a check, the
check is postponed into the future until a definite conclusion on
pass or fail can be made. The sampling semantic of
SystemVerilog assertions is defined to avoid glitches in
checking signals. In contrast to VHDL, which provides or at
least allows postponed processes, SystemVerilog requires
sampling of values that are sampled with the clock associated
with the assertion. To avoid signal races, the Verilog simulation
algorithm has been extended slightly. Concurrent assertions
activate properties (rules) that typically sample design signals or
sequences of design signals once per clock period at the end of
clock cycle, just before each new active clock edge, to determine
if the design is behaving as it was claimed that it should behave,
as shown in the Figure 1.
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Figure 2: SystemVerilog Event Regions

In a simplified simulation algorithm, values evaluated in an
assertion are sampled before blocking and non-blocking
statements. Assertion checks are executed after blocking and
non-blocking statements and use sampled values only. In this
way, hazards or races, where clock active edge and the signals
used in an assertion change in the same cycle, can be avoided;
however, the current value of a signal may have a different value
than used during the assertion check.
IV.

METHODOLOGY

The utility of the presented approach is explained by
depicting the complete workflow applied on a traffic light case
study. The subsequent sections first explain the traffic light case
study followed by the approach to express design constraints
using CCSL.
A. Traffic Light Controller Case Study
The case study considered is about the traffic light
controller [11] installed on the intersection of North-South
highway and the East-West farm road, as shown in Figure 3.

time step

sig

clock

Figure 1: Sampling of Values used in SVAs

Figure 2 shows the block diagram of SystemVerilog event
regions. The three regions preponed, observed, and reactive are
meant to deal with the concurrent assertion checking. The
function of the preponed region is to sample values that are used
by concurrent assertions and it executes only once in each time
slot, immediately after advancing simulation time. The principle
function of the observed region is to evaluate the concurrent
assertions using the values sampled in the preponed region.

Figure 3: Highway Farm Road Intersection

The controller mainly consists of an input from the EastWest farm road sensor (ew_sensor) and another from the
emergency sensor (emgcy_sensor). Two output ports of the
controller are the two traffic light signals (ns_light, ew_light), as
shown in Figure 4. Two timer modules are used for the timekeeping.

ew_sensor
emgcy_sensor
reset_n
clk

East-West &
North-South

ns_light

to the reset signal, the causality relation for the events can be
verified.

ew_light

reset ≼ ns_light.turnOFF

FSM

ns_green_timer
ew_green_timer

Constraint 3: Traffic lights turn from GREEN to YELLOW and
then RED. Here strict precedence relation between the two
events can be verified for the highway traffic light.
ns_light.turnYELLOW ≺ ns_light.turnRED

Figure 4: Block View of Traffic Light Controller

B. System Requirements Specification
The safety requirements of the system are extracted from the
textual description of the behavior given in the case study, as
shown in Figure 5.

Constraint 4: To avoid the accidents, the highway light can’t be
GREEN when the farm road light is YELLOW. Again it is
represented by the exclusion relation.
ns_light.GREEN # ew_light.YELLOW
C. Modeling in SysML using MARTE/CCSL
SysML suits well to model systems. Block definition
diagrams (BDDs) and internal block diagrams (IBDs) are used
to hierarchically model structural aspects of the system. A
library of CCSL constraints represented by SysML constraint
blocks is created for the proposed verification approach, as
advocated in [19]. The package also defines a LogicalClock
datatype stereotyped as ClockResource from the MARTE time
model, as shown in Figure 6.
«constraint»
«ConstraintBlock»
<?>
Causality
parameters
«clock» clkA: LogicalClock [1]

«constraint»
«ConstraintBlock»
<?>
Coincidence
parameters
«clock» clkA: LogicalClock [1]

«clock» clkB: LogicalClock [1]

«clock» clkB: LogicalClock [1]

constraints
{?}

CCSL specifies acceptable behaviors by a set of constraints
on logical clocks. Here for the presented case study, the four
requirements are satisfied by four constraints.
Constraint 1: The North-South Highway traffic light and the
East-West farm traffic lights cannot be GREEN at the same time.
CCSL exclusion relation exactly express the same.
ns_light.GREEN # ew_light.GREEN
Constraint 2: When the system is reset, all the traffic lights turn
to state OFF. As the highway traffic light can only turn OFF due

{?}

«constraint»
«ConstraintBlock»
<?>
Exclusion
parameters
«clock» clkA: LogicalClock [1]

Figure 5: Traffic Light Controller Requirements

System safety requirements can be captured using the CCSL
logical time patterns. CCSL enables to assign logical clocks to
system elements to help model abstract system representations
[4]. State transitions and signals in the case study are mapped to
CCSL logical clocks e.g., state transition causing ‘ns_light =
GREEN’ is mapped to ns_light.turnGREEN and signal reset_n
is mapped to the logical clock reset. On the other hand, an active
state itself is expressed by a set of consistent ticks of basic clock
e.g., the state ns_light=GREEN is represented by the logical
clock ns_light.GREEN and it ticks every system clock cycle
until light is GREEN. This looks rather odd solution as the
existing CCSL is event-based and is not capable of expressing
states. As discussed later, it is the task of the adaptors to
transform states, state transitions, and signals into logical clocks.

constraints

{{CCSL} clkA causes clkB}

{?}

{{CCSL} clkA coincidesWith clkB}

«clock» clkB: LogicalClock [1]

«ValueType, ClockResource»
<V>
LogicalClock
properties

constraints

operations

{{CCSL} clkA exclusiveWith clkB}

Figure 6: Subset of CCSL Constraints Package

<B>

«Block»
TrafficLight

<B>

ns_light: lights_t
clk: wire

operations

ew_light: lights_t
+trafficLight
operations
ew_sensor: wire

reset_n: wire
emgcy_sensor: wire

«Block»
TL_Testbench
properties

properties

constraints

?
?
?
?

CONSTR01: Exclusion [1]
CONSTR02: Causality [1]
CONSTR03: Precedence [1]
CONSTR04: Exclusion [1]

constraints

Figure 7: Analysis using Testbench/Constraints

TL_Testbench is a SysML block that acts like a classical
testbench and binds the traffic light module to the constraints, as
shown in Figure 7. Verification features are embedded in the
model using parametric diagrams, as shown in Figure 8. It
further elaborates the relation between the design module
elements (ports, attributes), testbench and the CCSL relations.
The constraint properties shown here are the usages of their
respective CCSL constraint blocks.

<B>

Par [Block] TL_Testbench [Constraints]
«ConstraintProperty»
CONSTR01: Exclusion
{{CCSL} clkA exclusiveWith clkB}

«reference»
trafficLight: TrafficLight
ns_light: lights_t
ew_light: lights_t

GREEN

clkB: logicalClock

«ConstraintProperty»
CONSTR04: Exclusion
{{CCSL} clkA exclusiveWith clkB}

ew_sensor: wire
emgcy_sensor: wire

clkA: logicalClock

GREEN

YELLOW
clkA: logicalClock
clkB: logicalClock
GREEN
«ConstraintProperty»
CONSTR03: Precedence
{{CCSL} clkA precedes clkB}
turnYELLOW
clkA: logicalClock
clkB: logicalClock
turnRED
«ConstraintProperty»
CONSTR02: Causality
{{CCSL} clkA causes clkB}

clk: wire
turnOFF

clkB: logicalClock
reset_n: wire

clkA: logicalClock

Figure 8: CCSL Constraints Modeling using Parametric Diagrams

D. Implementation of Observers
An observer is built for each constraint to verify that a
specific program has an acceptable behavior. The goal of the
presented work is to generate an assertion from a CCSL
specification. It proposes to create a library of verification
components for each CCSL relation. A relation constrains two
clocks. For each relation, a SystemVerilog assertion is
developed which has two clock inputs and sometimes some
specific input parameters (depending on the type of relation
used). A violation of the specification occurs if any assertion
property fails. This paper does not consider the CCSL
expressions.
For the assertion-based observers to work, testbench needs a
glue logic in the form of adapters. Adapters come in-between the
module under verification and the testbench. They receive inputs
in the form of interface signals and state values. From this they
generate the appropriate logical clock outputs to be consumed
by the observers. Every design language should have its own set
of adapters e.g., if the design module is in VHDL, adapters
written in VHDL should be used that will interact with the
design and provide the appropriate inputs to the assertions. Here
in the work presented, only SystemVerilog adapters are
presented. As an example consider the reset_n signal in the
traffic light controller. It is an active-low signal and can span
over multiple clock cycles. But such a span equates to only one
logical clock event. Practically it can be implemented using the
$rose command.
always @ ( posedge clk ) begin
rst = $rose(reset_n);
end
assign reset = rst;

For the state transitions $past operator is used.
NSturnGREEN = $past(ns_light!=GREEN) &&
ns_light==GREEN;

To trace the state behavior in CCSL, logical clocks ared
introduced like nslight_GREEN that ticks every system clock clk
while the ns_light is in state GREEN.
always @ ( posedge clk ) begin
nslightGREEN = (ns_light==GREEN);
end
assign nslight_GREEN = nslightGREEN;

The use of SystemVerilog assertions in the observers is
explained for various CCSL operators one-by-one. For this
purpose two discrete time clocks are considered: clkA and clkB.
Four primitive relations on clocks are subclocking, strict
precedence, causality, and exclusion.
Subclocking
𝑐𝑙𝑘𝐴 ⊂ 𝑐𝑙𝑘𝐵 is a synchronous clock relation. There exists a
mapping h from ℐ𝑐𝑙𝑘𝐴 to ℐ𝑐𝑙𝑘𝐵 which is injective and order
preserving. clkA is said to be a sub-clock of clkB, and clkB a
super-clock of clkA, as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Subclocking Relation

Its SystemVerilog representation is based on same-cycle
implication operator.
property Ccsl_R_subclock (clkA, clkB);
@(posedge clk)
( clkA |-> clkB );
endproperty

Precedence (Strict)
𝑐𝑙𝑘𝐴 ≺ 𝑐𝑙𝑘𝐵 is an asynchronous clock relation shown in
Figure 10. clkA is said to be strictly faster than clkB, and clkB
strictly slower than clkA.

𝑎 ≺ 𝑏
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Figure 10: Strict Precedence Relation

Its SystemVerilog representation is based on a counter that is
tested to be always positive.
int strict_cnt=0;
function void inc_cnt();
strict_cnt = strict_cnt + 1'b1;
endfunction
function void dec_cnt();
strict_cnt = strict_cnt - 1'b1;
endfunction
property Ccsl_R_precedes (clkA, clkB);
@(posedge clk)
((clkA,inc_cnt())|->(strict_cnt>=0))
and
((clkB,dec_cnt())|->(strict_cnt>0));
endproperty

Causality (Weak Precedence)
𝑐𝑙𝑘𝐴 ≼ 𝑐𝑙𝑘𝐵 is similar to the previous relation but considering
the non-strict precedence instead, shown in Figure 11. clkA is
said to be faster than clkB, and clkB slower than clkA but the
kth instants of the two clocks can be coincident.

𝑎 ≼ 𝑏
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Figure 11: Weak Precedence Relation

Its SystemVerilog representation is again based on a counter but
it allows two clocks to occur simultaneously.
int weak_cnt=0;
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Figure 13: Alternation Relation

Its SystemVerilog representation uses complex SVA features
and is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss.
property Ccsl_R_alternate (clkA, clkB);
@(posedge clk)
(clkA |=> clkB[->1] intersect ! clkA[*] )
and
(clkB |=> clkA[->1] intersect ! clkB[*] );
endproperty

Synchronization
This relation 𝑐𝑙𝑘𝐴 ⋈ 𝑐𝑙𝑘𝐵, unlike the alternation, does not
impose a strict ordering on instants of clkA and clkB. Instead,
the kth instants of clkA and clkB are not ordered, but they both
precede the (k+1)th instants of clkA and clkB. Figure 14 shows
an example of strict synchronization.

function void inc_cnt();
weak_cnt = weak_cnt + 1'b1;
endfunction
function void dec_cnt();
weak_cnt = weak_cnt - 1'b1;
endfunction

𝑎 ⋈ 𝑏

property Ccsl_R_causes (clkA, clkB);
@(posedge clk)
(((clkA && !clkB),inc_cnt()) |-> (weak_cnt>=0))
and
(((clkB && !clkA),dec_cnt()) |-> (weak_cnt>0));
endproperty

Exclusion
𝑐𝑙𝑘𝐴 # 𝑐𝑙𝑘𝐵 means that clkA and clkB have no coincident
instants. Its SystemVerilog representation uses the bijection of
same-cycle implication operator.
property Ccsl_R_exclusive (clkA, clkB);
@(posedge clk)
( (clkA |-> ~clkB) and (clkB |-> ~clkA) );
endproperty

Derived clock relations are the ones that are based on the
primitive relations. They also relate a constraint between the two
clock events. Here three derived relations on clocks are
expressed: equality, alternation and synchronization.
Equality
𝑐𝑙𝑘𝐴 = 𝑐𝑙𝑘𝐵 is a typical synchronous relation derived from
tight subclocking (shown in Figure 12) and is straight-forward
in implementation.
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Figure 12: Equality Relation

property Ccsl_R_equal (clkA, clkB);
@(posedge clk)
( clkA == clkB );
endproperty

Alternation
𝑐𝑙𝑘𝐴 ~ 𝑐𝑙𝑘𝐵 means that the events on clkA and clkB occur in
alternative patterns, as shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 14: Synchronization Relation

Its SystemVerilog representation uses two input parameters nA
and nB to represent the number of occurrences of clkA and clkB
respectively that can occur consecutively. The value 1 for nA
and nB will make this relation equivalent to alternation relation.
The assertion implementation itself uses complex SVA features
and is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss.
property Ccsl_R_sync (clkA, clkB, nA, nB);
@(posedge clk)
($rose(clkB) |=> clkB[=0:(nA-1)] ##1 clkA)
and
($rose(clkA) |=> clkA[=0:(nB-1)] ##1 clkB);
endproperty

Finally to use these constraints in the testbench, the desired
property is asserted with the right input signals. For the
constraint 4 from the case study, the assertion will be like:
assert property (Ccsl_R_exclusive
(nslight_GREEN, ewlight_YELLOW));

E. Results
For the simulation of the traffic light controller, four
observers from the pre-defined library were instantiated.
Simulation trace in Figure 15 shows the design signals in the
upper half and the logical clock outputs from the adapter in the
lower half. Though the first three constraints satisfy this
particular execution scenario, the last exclusion relation between
the ns_light.GREEN and ew_light.YELLOW fails, as shown by
the red marker in the execution trace. This is exactly the case
with this faulty FSM as presented in the book [11].
The proposed approach in this paper presents CCSL as a
formalism to express logical time safety properties. Temporal
properties can also be expressed in dedicated languages like LTL
(linear temporal logic) [20] and PSL (property specification
language) [21]. But the domain of expressiveness of CCSL is

Figure 15: Simulation Result of Observers & Traffic Light

different from these languages. Unbounded relations like
precedence cannot be encoded in LTL/CTL. One paper [22]
specifically compares the semantics of CCSL with that of PSL.
Moreover, the close relation of MARTE and CCSL makes it
easy to integrate MARTE/CCSL into UML models in a more
natural way. Hence properties modeled using MARTE/CCSL
can be expressed early in the design stages helping the design
validation cause. This paper presented an approach to link the
high-level design specifications to the low-level analyses.
FUTURE WORK
The presented framework provides the power of assertions
to partially verify selective behavior of the system. In the future
we would like to experiment these clock relations on much
complex examples e.g., alternation relation can be used to verify
the request and grant alternate patterns for the bus arbiter.
Similarly the synchronization relation can be used check the
correct functioning of buffers and FIFOs. In short, in future we
intend to scale the proposed approach to larger systems and test
the feasibility of the ideas. Moreover, an automatic code
generation program (based on Eclipse Java EMF) is in
development that will be able parse the parametric diagrams and
transform them into SystemVerilog assertions.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents a way to capture CCSL based safety
properties that can be used to verify existing Verilog and
SystemVerilog modules. The verification approach used is of
assertion-based observers. It complements the efforts of Esterelbased observers [6], VHDL-based observers [8] and LTS statebased observers [9]. The work here presents the use of CCSL to
express design constraints in model-based designs. These
representations can then be utilized to verify RTL-based designs.
The presented approach bridges the gap between abstract
system-level designs and SystemVerilog assertions which are
well connected to hardware description languages. A library of
loosely timed CCSL observers was presented in the form of
SVAs.
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